February 19th: Year of the Sheep

2015 is the year of the Sheep, but is also known as the year of the Goat, or even the Ram. It is the yì-wèi (乙未) year of the Wooden Sheep. Yì is the second of the ten celestial stems and wèi (Sheep) is the eighth of the twelve terrestrial branches.


Monthly Dinner

On February 19th, join us for the celebration and dinner of Lunar New Year!

National African American History Month

National African American History Month had its origins in 1915 when historian and author Dr. Carter G. Woodson founded the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History. This organization is now known as the Association for the Study of African American Life and History (“ASALH”). Through this organization Dr. Woodson initiated the first Negro History Week in February 1926. Dr. Woodson selected the week in February that included the birthdays of Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass, two key figures in the history of African Americans.

Source: http://www.loc.gov/law/help/commemorative-observations/african-american.php

Sodexo’s Quick Lunch

Advantage is here for the short of time!
More info at:
https://sites.imsa.edu/studco/takeout/

Fast Fixin’ Fruit ‘n Cake
(Courtesy of Mary Nierhoff)

Preheat oven to 350. Time set: 35-45 min.
Tooth Pick Clean

Ingredients

Cake Mix, ¼ C Oil, 2 Eggs, ½ C water,
1 Can Pie Filling

Pour oil in 13 x 9 pan, tilt to cover.
Add mix, eggs, water-blend with fork, scrape sides & spread evenly. Spoon filling over batter. Fold with fork to marble and bake.

Follow us on TWITTER:
https://twitter.com/IMSAChef